ONLINE ACCREDITED NATIONAL CERTIFICATE: GENERIC MANAGEMENT, NQF LEVEL 5

Prepare for the Management Revolution by registering today!

Duke Corporate Education RSA (Pty) Ltd

MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP IN ACTION PROGRAMME (MLAP)
ONLINE ACCREDITED NATIONAL CERTIFICATE: GENERIC MANAGEMENT, NQF LEVEL 5

WHY DUKE CE?

• Duke CE has been ranked number 1 in Africa, the USA and Asia for customised Executive Education by the Financial Times.
• Business Week ranked Duke CE number 1 in their biennial survey 6 times in a row.
• SETA accredited, gain BBBEE points, tax rebates and claim SDL.

WHAT PEOPLE SAY?

“MLAP is extremely applicable to my current work experience. MLAP has enabled and enhanced my growth and development.”

– Mzomuhle Ngiba, Capital Procurement Intern, ArcelorMittal South Africa.

FULL QUALIFICATION INCLUDES:

• 12-month learning journey, with pre-course work
• A work-based Portfolio of Evidence
• SETA assessment and moderation
• Module 1 to 5 are core learning modules
• Delegates choose to specialise with elective learning modules: 6.1 6.2 6.3

MODULES

A full learnership of all 6 modules must be completed by each candidate to get a full qualification, or the candidate can select individual modules.

Module 1
Leading Self: Project Plan and Systems Thinking

Module 2
Leading Others: Coaching and Resolving Conflict

Module 3
Leading Teams: Leadership and Diversity

Module 4
Leading the Business: Ethics, Strategy and 4IR

Module 5
Leading the Business: Finance

Module 6.1
Leading in the Client Ecosystem

Module 6.2
Leading in Customer Service

Module 6.3
Leadership with Emotional Intelligence and Resilience

FULL QUALIFICATION INCLUDES:

• 12-month learning journey, with pre-course work
• A work-based Portfolio of Evidence
• SETA assessment and moderation
• Module 1 to 5 are core learning modules
• Delegates choose to specialise with elective learning modules: 6.1 6.2 6.3

163 CREDITS

Option 1:
Entirely online

Option 2:
Online with Duke CE and educator support

30% Theoretical Learning

70% Applying Skills & Knowledge

Learn more at www.dukece.com/africa-mlap
For more information email: openprogrammes@dukece.com